
Telepathic LifeNet Workshop Dedicated to the Wellbeing of the North American Continent 
· Saturday, November 21 from 9:00-11:0am, according to your local time 
· The workshop will be repeated on Wednesday, November 25, 6:00-8:00pm, according to your local 
time. 
 
The workshop is based on telepathic communication, so you are free to choose the place from which 
you will collaborate. Do not worry about time differences. We work in alignment with the Sun, so start at 
9:00 in the morning of November 21 or November 25 at 6:00 in the evening, according to your local time. 
 
You can find the German, Slovenian, Russian, French, Spanish, Hebrew, Hungarian and English 
versions of this workshop plan on the LifeNet Gathering 2020 home page: 
http://www.lifenet.si/meditations/ or at https://www.lebensnetz-geomantie.de. 
The program was prepared by Marko Pogačnik, UNESCO Artist for Peace and UN Goodwill 
Ambassador with the support of American geomancy group. You may invite your friends or collaborators 
to this workshop whom you trust by distributing the program via e-mail. 
 
Please have the workshop plan printed with you or have it ready on your computer or phone so that you 
can follow the timetable. 
 
9.00 – 9.10 Group Attunement 
Although we are widespread across North America and beyond, we feel the presence of our community 
that has come together because of our love for Earthly creation and a sense of shared responsibility for 
the life of the Earth. 
Next we need to create the space composed of etheric membranes in which our workshop will take 
place. Ask that these membranes may also protect us and hide us from forces that try to reverse the 
evolutionary path of the Earth and humanity and to block our creative efforts. 
Imagine a time spiral emerging out of the ground that lifts us beyond the linear time to the level of the 
creative time that we all share. 
We ask for the support and cooperation of all beings from different realms of the planet that ensure the 
development of life upon the Earth. 
In the course of the workshop feel free to do toning, perhaps using vowels, especially if your work gets 
stuck! 
 
9.10 – 9.40 The 28 Aspects of Divine Presence on Earth 
The “28 Aspects” stand in Kentucky close to Louisville as an installation in stone with cosmograms 
created and carved by the American geomancy group. The installation represents an alternative to the 
affirmation “In God we Trust” written on each US bank note or coin – which is related to the patriarchal 
God image ruling over the Earth and the Universe. The “28 Aspects” stand for the Divine presence 
distributed horizontally within all different beings and aspects of life. 
Imagine that we are standing in a large circle around the composition of the “28 Aspects” geopuncture 
circle. 
Breathe from the depth of your belly and for some time breathe out (use your actual breath!) with the 
power of violet light toward the stones of the composition. 
The violet breath starts to dance around the stones, taking in the information of the different 
cosmograms. 
Continue breathing as you imagine the wind of our breath beginning to distribute throughout the country. 
The Breath of the Divine presence within life begins to spread throughout all beings and landscapes of 
the United States. 
Create a few more breaths! 
Finally the US currency comes in resonance with the Divine Breath that begins to permeate all levels 
and dimensions of life. 
Billions of coins distributed throughout the USA begin to rattle rhythmically, creating a wonderful rhythm. 
Inspired by this rhythm all the banknotes throughout the country begin to dance in the air. 
Money frozen in bank treasuries and private properties joins the dance. 
All the while dancing dollar notes begin to spread over the globe reaching pour countries and hungry 
people all over the Earth. 
Inspired by this joyful distribution of wealth, the currency and bank notes of other rich countries join until 
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the unjust economic system of the planet collapses to become a divine means for sustaining life 
streaming among people and cultures of the Earth. 
 
9.40 – 10.00 Honor Different Beings and Dimensions of Life 
This sequence refers to the geopuncture installation called “Parallel Worlds.” The cosmograms of this 
installation represent the visible and invisible worlds of Gaia. The installation is positioned in the park of 
Norton Commons, Kentucky. 
Be aware that millions of people walk our modern cities with a thick band over their eyes. Farmers work 
their land with bound eyes. The dominant rational mentality has suppressed our human capacity to 
perceive and to enjoy those worlds and beings that make life upon the Earth possible, i.e., the world of 
elemental beings, elemental angels, and the primordial powers of Gaia. 
As a consequence we are not only unable to collaborate with the causal worlds of Gaia, but we have 
also invented countless techniques to rob from parallel worlds what we need (and mostly what we do not 
need) to arrange and make our life upon the planet possible – without honoring the source of all good. 
Yet America is rich with past and present cultures that knew and know how to honor the sources of life 
and how to cooperate with those beings. 
Imagine that all over the US and Canada the memory of that lost knowledge rises out of the ground to 
inspire people to unbind their eyes, to look upon and to appreciate the knowledge and wisdom stored by 
ancient cultures in the memory of the continent. It now becomes felt and appreciated by more and more 
people. 
Look around the country and feel the wealth of ancient wisdom that now becomes accessible to us to 
help us meeting the challenges of this age of profound change. 
 
10.00 – 10.20 Take a break to drink a cup of tea and to write down your experiences. 
 
10.20 – 10.40 Honoring the Cosmic Dimensions of the North American Continent 
This sequence is grounded in the Emerson Woods (Kentucky) geopuncture circle dedicated to the 
cosmic consciousness of the Earth and the Universe called “angelic.” It was carved by the LifeNet Art 
Group in 2010. 
Imagine that a large light tube runs vertically through the stone circle. It is filled with electrons of blue 
color rushing through it to touch the core of the continent and connecting it with a distant star 
constellation. 
As a group we stand around the circle and through our consciousness we enable the cosmic electrons 
(fractals of that distant star system) to become connected to the minerals of the stones. 
As a consequence of the interaction between minerals, human consciousness and the cosmic fractals 
(blue electrons), the stone circle begin to strongly radiate and saturate the space of the continent with 
the cosmic radiation that is and knows the origins of the inspiration that moved the founders to create the 
United States of America. 
This radiation touches the hearts of American people, rising within them the awareness of the ethical and 
democratic values upon which USA is based. 
We visualize and feel how people of all races and differing religions and political beliefs release their 
hostility toward each other, become a living matrix that inspires the human world to establish peace 
among all peoples and nations, and create a loving, harmonious and conscious relationship to nature 
and the Earth and all her kingdoms. 
 
10.40 – 10.50 Conclusion 
Return and ground yourself in your surroundings and give thanks for having the opportunity to contribute 
to the health and stability of the continent in these times of change, uncertainty and unrest. 
Give thanks to your fellow telepathic LifeNet workers and for the experiences that you have gathered 
and shared. 
Bow deeply and give thanks to the mighty landscape Angels of America, the ancestors of all American 
nations, and all beings from subtle realms that have cooperated with us today. 
 

Write your experiences to share them with all of us at: http://www.lifenet.si/meditations/. 

Please also remember and participate in the repeated workshop as an opportunity to deepen our work 

together. 
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